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The severe drought experienced in Central Florida throughout most of 1981 brought
increased attention to the long recognized problem of fresh water availability
across the State.
During drought conditions, a close watch is maintained over all water supplles.
This is most commonly done through monitoring water stage, the water height above
sea level. Although water stage is an important indicator, water storage volume
is a more critical paramter. Volume can only be obtained if accurate data exists
as to the lake contours in conjunction with water stage.
The University of Florlda, in cooperation with the St. Johns River Water Manage-
ment Districts and Kennedy Space Center developed a technique using Land,at data
for estimatlng available water storage volume and applied it successfully to
Lake Washington and Lake Harris in central Florida.
The technique is discussed in this study and can be applied two ways. First,
where the hlstorlcal stage records are available, the hlstorlcal Landsat data can
be used to establlsh the relationshlp between lake volume and lake stage. In the
second case, where the hlstorlcal stage records are not available_ the historical
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CT EXECUTIVESUMMARY.
--.,z
The soveredroughtexparlencodIn CentralF1orldathroughoutmo_tof
: 1981 brought increased attention to the long recognized problem of fresh
water avallabilltyacrossthe State. Much of the stato'sfreshwater supply
" Is obtainedfrom groundwaterstorageand naturallakes. Mony of these lakes
" Peached record and near-record low levels during late summerof 1981 and .,
2 forcedthe impositionof the restrictedwater use practicefor individual
.: householdsand municlpalsuppliesas well as agriculturalirrigation.
2 Managementof water resourcesin Floridais the responsibilityof
r
v Florida's five Water ManagementDistricts Especially during drought condt-
_, •
,_ tlons,a closewatch is maintainedoverall water supplles. This is most
,¢
: commonlydone throughmonitoringwater stage,the water heightabove sea
;- level. Althoughwater stage is an importantindicator,water storagevolume
: is a more criticalparameter. Volumecan only be obtainedif accuratedata
exis_ as to the lakecontoursin conjunctionwith water stage. Suchdata
" rarelyexistsbecauseof the extensivetimeand costassociatedwith conven-
_ tioneltransectsurveymethodsof collectingsuchdata and the factthat they
are subjectto changeoverextendedperiodsof time,
__ The Uni.versityof Florida,in cooperationwith the St. Johns River "-
F" Water ManagementDistrict, and KennedySpace Center developed a technique
usingLandsatdata for estimatingavallablewater storagevolumeand applied
_- it successfullyto LakeWashingtonand Lake Harrisin centralFlorida, A
".'L
_ numberof Landsatscenesincludingthe lakesof interestwere selectedto cor-
respondwith a wide rangeof lake stagesas measuredoverthe past nineyears.
_, Lake surfacearea was thenmeasuredfrom the Landsatdata,and when properly
averaged,was usedwith the changein lake levelto estimatethe changein
i; lakevolume. Thus, a changein lakestage can be directlycorrelatedwith
_ availablewater volume,
:
,._ ., • ,•
":r" Eight cloud fraa dates w¢_recho,_enfor Lake Washlnqton, Florida, ThQ
lak_stagesan thosedates were recorded. The datesw_re rearrangedIn
I
; order of increasinglak¢)stage. The water surfacewas measuredfrom Landsat
;. alongwith the lakestage thatrangedfrom 10.60to 15.85ft. (msl), The re......
:" sultsindicatedthat the water surfacevariedfrom 2,537acres at the stage 10.60
= ft. to 2,850acres at the stage IB.B5ft The groundtruthmeasurementof water
Z surfacearound,the stage15.85ft was 2848 acreswhichwas veryclose to 2850
acres,the area estimatedby the Landsatsystemat the stage 15.85_tD The
difference was negligible. This implies that the technique developed in thisw.
: study is quite applicableto measurethe water surfaceareaof the lake, The
lakevolumebetweentwo stageswas computedfrom the averagearea betweenthe
,,v
- stagesmultipliedby the stage increment. The lake volumebetweenthe stages
:.:_
_:: 10,60and 15,85ft is about 14,352acre-ft. The lakevolumerangedfrom 26 to
:_ 28 acre-ft,for each 0.01 ft. incrementIn lakestage.
:_ Four cloudfreedateswere chosenfor LakeHarris,Florida, The similar
,=-, techniquesas used in LakeWashingtonwere applledto Lake Harrisfor measuring
_- the lakewater surfacearea. The resultsindicatedthat the water surface
:w
i,: variedfrom 17,430acres at the stage62,38 ft (msl)to 18,657acresat the stage
..
63.30ft, The lakevolumebetweenthe stages62..38ft. and 63.30 ft. was about
16,682acre-ft. The lake volumerangedfrom 176 to 183 acre-ft,for each
: 0,01 ft. changein lake stage.
, The ratesof changein lakevolumesin relationto lakestage increments
oC_ are quitestabilizedin both lakes. This impliesthatthe lake volumeat
•
other stagescould be roughlyestimatedbasedon the lakevolumeincrementre-
._. lationobtainedin this study.
:-. The key elementin thlsapproach,i.e. the lakesurfacemeasurementfrom
" Landsatwas accomplishedby densityslicingin the near Infrared-band7. For
lakeshavingshallowdepthsand marshyshoresas representedhere,suchmea-
........._ur_itents...a_,--h_l,_-sensitiveto th upper limitschosenfor band"..,The
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upper ltmtt of 25 was _elected tn thts study,
The technique dewloped th thts study can be applled two ways, Ftrs¢.
whore the historical stage records ere av¢tlable, the htstoPtcal Landsat dat_
can be used to establish the eelattonshtp between lake volumeand lake stage,
In the secondcase, where the historical stage record_ are not available, the
historical Landsat data can be used to estimate the historical lake stage
after the lake volume and lake stage tnfomatton becomesava'llable tn the ..-_
futuPe. .,i
General tnfo_atton on Landsat remote senstng system ts presented tn
AppendixA tn thts Peport. Computerized methodsused for boundedarea and
weighted sub-area computation ape presented tn AppendixB.
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:i. INTRODUCTION _i
:i.. F1ortd_ Legt_latur_ pa_ed th_ Flortda Water RQ_ouece_Act of.lg72,.whtch
"_ established five Water M_nagemontDistricts in the.state of Flortda and re-
C'
:.::. quired that each dl_trtct _hould develop I Water Use and Supply Development
Plan that would take into account all factors involved up through the year
.i
"_ 2020. To meet the mandate of thts legislation tho districts have.to use every
available technology and are looktng CowardNattonal Aeronautics.and Space
._; Administration (NASA)remote sensing and Automatic Data Process (ADP).techniques
;_ _or majorhe_p in solving the complex problems. Even though NASAts presently
involved in considerable research in the area of water resources_ muchof this
work cannot be directly applied to the problelllS of the area. For Instance,
: the geology of the dtstr_ct with its sandy soil, shallow lakes, and large flati
marshland areas make the storage of adequate surface water difficult. These
' water conditions not only can produce severe water shortages during the winter
: dry seasonwhich coincides with a pertod of high agricultural water demand,
but also can cause an acute problem of flooding during wet season. For instance,
:. v
the severe drought experienced in Central Florfda throughout most of 1981 and
the beginning of 1982 brought increased attention to the long recognized, problem
" of freshwater availabilltyacrossthe State, Much of the state'sfreshwater
_-,
supplyis obtainedfrom groundwaterstorageand naturallakes. Many of these
.. lakesreachedrecordand near-recordlow levelsduringlatesumnerof 1981.and
:. forcedthe impositionof the restrlctedwater use practicefor individual
. householdsand municipalsuppliesas well as agriculturalIrrigatlon.
: A typical basin in central Florida is the St. Johns River basin (as shown
" in Figure 1) which encompassesapproximately 11,430 square miles. The river
t
rises in poorly defined marshland west of Fort Pierce a,d Veto Beach in east
" centralFlorida. It flows northward,roughlyparallelto Florida'seastcoast
• for 285 miles beforemergingintothe AtlanticOceanJust northof Jacksonville.
: Managementof water resourcesin St. Johns Riverbasin is the responsibility
1983009659-TSA12
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,.: Qf St. Jnhns RiverWaterManagQmen_Di_¢rlct(SJRWMD). A cle_ewatch Is _
:_ i _ maintainedever all water Bupplle_,e_peclallyduringdroughtcQndltlQn_,.Thl_m
-_. :,
i I_ mo_t commonlydone threughmoni_orlngwater _tage,the water heightabove
..... _aa.levol. Althoughwater stageIs an Importan_indicator,however,water
_torage volume ts a more critical parameter for proct_e assessment of available
'- water. Volumecan only be obtained if accurat_ da_a exts_ a_ to the lake
contours tn conjunction wtth water, stage, Such data rarely extsts because of the :,
= extensive time and cost associated wtth conventional transect survey methods of
.; collecting such data and the fact that they are subject to change over extended
J
,,_., periodsof time. Therefore,the managementof waterwithinthe basinposes
, ki.
- many uniqueand difficultproblemsthatwarrantthe use of recentlydeveloped
_ Landsatremotesensingtechniquesto help tK_ districtmake realisticdecisions
concerningwater resourcesplanning.andmanagement.
:-:,". The Universityof Florlda,in coopsratlonwlth the St. JohnsRiver Water
: ManagementDistrict,and NASA,KennedySpace Centerinitiateda Joint project
i _ to deal.with the distrlct-wldeWater ResourcesInvestigationsand Management
using LandsatData. The Phase I of thisstudy includesthe lakevolumedetermi-
nation. Recently_applicationsof Landsatdata to determinethe lake volumein
.... _ Lake Okeechobeehave beendone by Shih (1980),and Gervlnand Shlh (1981). The
_'. basic technique used in their study was to analyze the digital data from the
:,.. Landsatearth-orbltingsatelllteby usingthe GeneralElectrlc'smultlspectral
¢.
- imageanalyzer,the Image100. In typicalclasslf_cationanalysis,an area
i_;' where land coveris known fromgroundobservationsis locatedas a trainingsite
.... on the image and its spectral characteristics are measured. Then all areas which
havesimilarspectralcharacteristicsare identifiedand assigneda color and a
,,.;,. numbercode. The similarspectralcharacteristicsare .'eferredto as the sl9-
.- naturefor that landcover type and the locationof the color-codedplxels
"" possessingtliatsignatureis displayedon the CRT screenas a theme, Once the
i ::. signatureis finalized,the plxels(pictureelements)in the satellitescene
1983009659-TSA13
Iwhich posses that signature (theme) can be counted. Thus, the area of that
signatureIs ebcalned. A morn.detalleddescriptionof the Landsatdata
analysiswas presentedby Gervinand Shlh (1981), The generalinformation
on Landsat remote sensing systems is presented as Appendix A in this re-
port. However, the previous studies reqtdred_omo ground truths of the vegetation .
classification before a proper area could be estimated from each s_nature.
In other words, the sole band which can be used to identify the land-water
boundaries directly without the ground truth information was not emphasized
well previously. Therefore, in this study, the image enhancementof sole band
with density sltcingtechntque w_s used to determine the lake water surface
area,
In developinga new techniqueto be usedfor Landsatremotesensingappli-
cation,a groundtruthcalibrationis an importantprocedureto demonstrat_the
applicabilityof the new technique. Thus,computerizedmethod_......_ .=
area and weightedsub-areacomputationwere also presentedin thisstudy.
The generalobjectiveof this studywas to demonstratethe applicationof
Landsatremotesensingtechniquesfor determiningthe lake volumeof Lake
Washington(Figure2), and LakeHarris(Figure3). The specificobjectiveswere:
I) to introducethe generalinformationon Landsatremotesensingsystems;
2) to introducecomputerizedmethodsusedfor surfacearea and sub-area
computation;
3) to develop a newmethod used to computewater surface area from the
Landsat data; and
I
4) to discuss the applicability of the newly developed method for lake volume
determination using Landsat data.
t
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MATERIALSAND METHODS i_
TWO aspectsare involvQdin this seetlon: remotesenBingtechniques
and groundtruthcalibration.
RemoteSensingTechnigues'
Landsat,,Remote Senstnq S=vstems: The general tnfomatton on Landsat
remote sensing system is presented as an Appendix A in this report. Nine
sections comprise Appendix A: 1) introduction to Landsat RemoteSensing
: System; 2) _nsor, Band Designation, Wavelength, and Resolution which include
the Return-BeamVtdtcon (RBV) Camera, Multtspectral Scanner System (MSS), and
ThematicMapper (TM);3) GroundReceivingStations;4) GeneralElectric
"Image10)"System;5) United_tatesDistributionCenter;6) The Northeast
RegionalData Center,Florida;7) Universityof Florida,IFASRemoteSensing
Facilities;8) LandsatNewsletters;and g) LandsatUpdateInformation.
As mentionedin AppendixA, Landsatpassedover the sameswath (185km
wide)of the groundevery 18 days duringthe periodfrom January23, 1972to
January22, 1975,after thatthe coverageperiodwas g days exceptduringthe
periodbetweenJanuary6 ana March B, 1978when the operationof LandsatI
was ended and the Landsat3 was not launchedas yet. Among the sensorsof
LandsatsI, 2, and 3, MultlspectralScannerSystems(MSS)have providedthe re-4. .
mote sensingcommunitywith a previewof what.to expectfrom an operatlot_a]
remotesensingsatellite. Certainly,the MSS systemis going to be replaced
by the ThematicMappersystemon Landsat4 system. The MSS systemson Landsats
I, 2, and 3 are operatedon bands 4, 5, 6, and 7 and anotherband8 is alsooperated
T
in Landsat3. The ThematicMappersystemson Landsat4 are operatedon bandsI,
:, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The Landsat4 is plannedto be launchedduringthe summer
o_ of 1982. t
Before 1979, the Landsat data was stored on computer compatible tape (CCT)
" which was produced at the GoddardSpace Flight Center Image Processing Facility
fromwidebandvideotaperecordingsreceivedby stationsof the SatelliteTracking
1983009659-TSB01
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and DataNetwork, The imagedataare reformatedon b.lghdensitydigital _'
tape. Since IgTg,a new systemhas been operatedto shortenthe processing
time. TheusercanhavethetapesfromtheUserServicesSection,U.S.
. GeologicalSurvey,EarthResourceObservationSystemDataCenter,Sioux
Falls, SouthDakota, 57198andthe organizations mentioned in the
AppendixA.
As the Landsatshavebeenin operationformorethannineyears,a large . .
amountof data has beenaccumulatedon the LakeWashingtonand LakeHarris.
In order to saveimage analyzingtime,selectionof usefultapesis necessary.
: The procedureto pick up usefultapescan be summarizedas follows:
I. Calculatethe date of which Landsatsflew overthe LakeWashington.
and LakeHarris.
2. Pick up the cloudfree daysfrom the.datesobtainedin..the.previous.,
step by consultingmeteorology.
3. Pick up the variousdates,when the water levelis distributedfrom
low to highlevels. In thisstep, for a given observationdate the
lakewater stageis required.
Using LandsatData fop Water SurfaceArea Measurements.As mentionedin the
AppendixA, the characteristicsof band7 provide bestpenetrationthrough
' hazeand 11ghtcloudsand it alsoemphasizes11ve vegetationand land-water
boundaries. For these reasons, band 7 was chosen in this study for the lake
water surface area measurement.
The Landsathigh densitydigitaltapesof the chosendatesfor the Lake ,
[ Washingtonand Lake Harriswere analyzedon GeneralElectric'smultispectral
}.
; imageanalyzer,the Image100. The Image100 consistsof two tapedrives,for
: inputtingand outputtlngdata; a colorCRT screenwhichdisplays(512)2 pixels l
'm
; of digitaldata; a memoryfor storingand refreshingthe displayedimage,and a
: batteryof programscapableof measuring,manipulatingand highlightingthe
satellitedata. Becausethe spectralcharacteristicsof a water body, vegetations
1983009659-TSR_P
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: and groundare different,each characteristican be identlfieoand assigned. !I
'}' ifi
.LI a color and a numbercode. The spectralcharacterlstlcsare referredto as the
F
(
7;'
:__ signature for the land cover type and the location of those color-coded ptxels
ip possessing that signature is displayed on the CRTscreen (or mappedon paper) ,.
as a theme. Oncethe signature is finalized, the ptxels in the _atelltte scene
' which possessthat signature(theme.)can be counted. In thisway,maps and
z, tabulationsof areasthat havesimilarspectralpropertiescan be obtained.
° ' L._
;i The key elementin this approach,lakesurfacemeasurementfrom Landsatwas
'_ accomplishedby densityslicingin the near infraredband7. The densityslicing
is a procedureused to carryout the enhancementof the remoteseningdata.
i_ The densityslicingis a digitalapproachwhich has the advantageof flexibility.
i _ Any levelor levelsof greymay be selectedon a photographicor electrical
:_ imprint,with outputvla a line printer,on a flat-bedor drum plotter,or directly
onto a photographicfilmwriter,CRT screen. Quantizationnoiseor spuriouscon-
)_C touringmay resultif the slicesare not chosencarefully. For lakes having
)_. shallowdepthsand marshyshoresas representedhere, suchmeasurementsare
_: highlysensitiveto the upperlimitschosenfor band 7. The upperlimitof 25
-_ was selectedin this study.
i_ LakeVolumeComputation:After lakewater surfaceareawas estimatedby
• , , _C
_< Landsatdata,the followingequationwas usedto calculatethe increasein lake
_" volume associatedwith a small increasein lake stage:
._ Vs+1 = Vs + Ah [(A s + As+l)/2] (1) i
- where Vs+1 = lakestoragevolumeat lakestage s + 1 in acreft;
i Vs = lake storage volume at lake stage s, in acre-ft;
-_
i t
. As+I = lake surfaceareaat lakestages + I in acresas
" measured by Landsat data;
_. As = lakesurfaceareaat lake stages as measuredby
Landsatdata, in acres;and
 Ah= the rangebetweenlake stages.
1983009659-TSBO3
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Becauseof the initial lake volume at s=l ts unknown, the Vl-C ts used, ::!_ i
where C Is a constant .......... i
GroundTruth Measurement
A contour mapprovided by the St. Johns River Water ManagementDistrict ..
was used to computethe surface area. A computerized method as presented in
Appendix B was used to compute the ground truth area measurement. In order to ¢
explorefurtherpotentialapplicationsof computerizedmethodsfor bounded
area and weightedsub-areacomputations_he detailedcomputerprogramsfor each ii"
methodare also presented as an Appendix B-in this report.
1983009659-TSB04
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: RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Dates Selection
!,i.I As presented in the previous section, three step procedures were used to
. selectcloudfreedates associatedwith a wide rangeof lakestage fluctuations ,
._
'_ for areasof LakeWashingtonand Lake Harris,F1orlda. The resultsfor selected
.:I eight cloud free dates of 9/6/72, 11/29/73, 2/27/74, 3/17/74, 6/15/74, 10/19/74, ......
""_ 2/9/76and 4/11/76were usedfor Lake Washingtonand thoseused for Lake Harris "
were taken from four cloud free dates of 9/6/72, 8/31/75, 2/14/75 and 1/22/76.
:, The lake stages on those dates were also recorded.
Area Measurement
LakeWashl.ngton:The dateswere rearrangedas shownIn Table I in the In-
" creasingorder of the lakestage. The LakeWashingtonwater surfaceareaat
thoseeightdateswas estimatedfrom the Image100 afterdensityslicingof the
" band7 was done and a themefor the lakewater surfacewas assigned. A typical
color-codedclassificationresultof watersurfacearea for the LakeWashington
, on date 10/19/74is shownIn Figure4. The resultsof water surfacearea estl-
7.
mated by Landsatdataon thoseeightdates are shownin Table I. The surfacearea
" variedfrom 2,537acres at the stageof 10.60ft abovemean sea levelto 2,850
acresat the stage 15.85ft. The stagesare plottedagainstthe water surface
" areaas shownon Figure5 which can be used to estimatethe surfacearea associated
with any stage betweenthe measurements.For instance,the surfacearea is 2816
acreswhen the stage is 14.6ft.
:. The ground truthmeasurementwas made fromthe contourmap providedby
" the Districtusing the computerizedmethodas given in the attachedAppendixB.
: The computedvaluewas 2,848 acresaroundthe stage 15.85ft. This is slightly I
lowerthan2,850 acresas estimatedfrom the Landsatdata. The differenceseemsto
t
=!" be negligiblein practicalapplication.Furthermore,Connorand Belanger(1981)
": reportedthatthe LakeWashingtonwater surfaceareawas 2,851acres at the stage
14.6ft. But, the surfaceareaestimatedfrom the Figure5 is 2816acres at
1983009659-TSB05
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I=
::_ the samestage of 14,6 ft, The difference is about 1,2%, This difference ts
_. hard to explain due to the lack of details associated with .the area computation ,
ii method used by Connor and Belanger (1981). However, this 1.2% difference is
::I considered within limits of an acceptable deviation from the standpoint of ::i
"-,_ practi cal appltca¢ton,
i.
_,'_ Lake Harris: The dates were rearranged as shownin Table 2 in the in-
l 'i,v creasingorder of the lake stage. The water surfacearea at thosefour.dates i." '_
:_ was estimatedfromthe Image100 usingthe sameprocedureas usedfor Lake
•
7. Washington.A typicalcolor-codedclassificationresultof watersurfacearea
_ for the Lake Harrison date 1/22/76is shown in Figure6. The resultsof water
:': surfacearea estimatedby Landsatdata on thosefour datesare shownin Table2.
!,_ The surfacearea variedfrom 17,430acresat the.stage of 62.38ft abovethe
i . .q
T_ meansea level to 18,657 acres at the stage 63.30 ft. The stages are plotted
:i againstthe water surfaceareaas shownin Figure7. As Figure7 shows,the
i-_ rangeof stagefluctuationduringthe studyperiodwas only about I foot. This
_,._ was mainlybecausethe stagesof LakeHarrisare regulatedwell by the St. Johns
i-:il RiverWaterManagementDistrict.
_:_, Storage VolumeDetermination
i
-- Lake Washington: The volume of lake was computedbased on the methodgiven .
:; in equationI. The initialvolumeof lakeat the stage 10.60ft was not
available. A constantvolumedesignatedas "C" was usedas a lake volumebelow
iii the stageof 10.60ft. The volumeincrementsat each stageof measurementwere
; _ estimated. The resultsof the computedvolumesare also shown in Table I.
The volumebetweenthe stages10.6and 15.85ft was about 14,352acre-ft. The
_" lakevolumesassociatedwith each 0.01ft lake stage incrementare also listed
p-
/i:. in Table i. The lake volumechangesrangedfrom 26 to 28 acre-ftfor each 0.01
ft incrementin lakestage. The rateof changein LakeWashingtonvolumein re-
lationto lakestage incrementsappearsto be a stablizedcondition. This implies
•= that the lakevolumeat other stagesincludingstagesbelow 10.60ft, or above
% "......... -.... ;: _, ................ :2 .... . : .... :................."
- '_ v _' _'_; ............................................... _' "
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X5,85 ft could be roughly estimated based on the lake. volumestage increment
relatton o_tatned in this study. The computedl_ke volumes are also plotted Ii
t
against the lake stages as shownin Figure 8. This figure can be used to
estimate the surface area associated with any specified lake stage between
the measurements.
La_e Harris: The same technique used in Lake Washington was also used
in Lake Harris, A constant volume designated as "C" was used as a lake
volume below the stage of 62,38 ft. The volume increments at each stage of
measurementwere computedbased on the methodgiven in equation 1. The re-
sults of the computedvolume, and the lake volume associated with each 0,01 ft
lake stage change are also listed in Table 2, The lake volume increment ranged
from 176 to 183 ac_-ft per 0.01 ft change in lake stage. This rate of change
is considered to be quite a stabltzed condition and can be used to estimate .....
the lake volumes for other stages including those below 62,38 ft, or above 63.30
ft, The computedlake volumeswere also plotted against the lake stages as shown
in Figure 9 which can be used to roughly estimate the lake volume associated
with any specified lake stage between the measurements.
Further Applications
Basedon the conclusions madefrom previous sections, the technique
developed in this study can be further applted in the following two cases.
First, when the historical stage records are available, the historical
Landsat data can be used to measure the water surface area associated with a
certain stage recorded. Consequently, the relationship between lake surface
area and lake stage can be established. The lake volume as related to the lake
stage can also be estimated. Thus the district can directly correlate change
!
in lake stage with the available water volume. Second, the technique can be
applied to the case where historical stage records are not available, but the
current stage record is available or will be available in the future. The
1983009659-TSB07
qsame technique _ used in case. 1 can be used to estimate both lake water ,)
_urface area and lake volumeas related to the lake stage basedon the
current and future Landsat data and stage records, Thus, the htst,orical
lake stage and lake volume can be predicted based on the historical lake ,,
water surface area whtch was estimated from the historical Landsat data.
Ftnally, an important action needs to be taken by the district is to
establish a stage recorder for the lake that does not have any stage inform-
tion. Thus, the application in above case 2 can be accomplished after..¢he ..........................................
:._ stage data is recorded.
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T_ble 1. LakeWashingtonvolumecomputationbasedon the water surface
area measuredfrom eight dates of Land,at data. .
LakeVolume
Water Water b  ferent 0.01ft
Date stage surface area stages increment .,
I
--ft ...... Acre........... Acre ft .......
6115174 10.60 2,537 C* i
26 i
4111176 I I. 81 2,670 C+3,150
27
2/9/76 12.06 2,683 C+3,819
27
3/17/74 12.45 2,705 C+4,870
27
2/27/74 12.75 2,729 C+5,685
28
9/6/72 14.80 2,819 C+11,372
28
11/29/73 14.84 2,827 C+11,482
28
10/19/74 15.85 2,850 C+14,352
* C ts a constant volumebelowthe stage of 10,60 ft.
1983009659-TSB10
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Table 2. LakeHarris volumecomputatto_basedon the water surface
measuredby four dates of Landsatdata.
LakeVolume
Water Water Different 0.01 ft
Date stage surface area stages Increment
i
--F¢ ..... Acre.......... Acre ft .......
9/6/72 62.38 17,430 C*
176
8/31/75 62.50 17,724 C+2,109
178
2/14/75 62.66 17,963 C+4,964
183
1/22/76 63.30 18,657 C+16,682
*C is a constant volumebelow-the stage of 62.38 ft.
1983009659-TS B11
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F_gure 2. Hap of Lake Washfngton S_te.
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Figure 3. Mapof Lake Harrissite.
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APPENDIXA:
GENERALINFORMATIONON LANDSATREMOTESENSINGSYSTEMS
,# .
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I. Introduction ¢o L_nd_ RemoCQs_n_ing..SM_t_m, i
Land_ats 1, 2, and 3 werQlaunched by National AerQnauttc_and Space
Administration (NASA)on July 23, 1972, January 22, 1975, and March5,
1978, respectively, to gather data about._he earth's surface and tolemeter
those data to ground receiving stations, The operation of Landsat 1 was
endedon January 6, 1978o The Lan_3 follow_-the Landsat2 by 9 d_ys.
Landsat4 will be launchedsometimeduring the summerof 1982.
Landsats1, 2, and3 were launched.into a circular, near-polar orbit
at an altitude of about 919 km. They circle the earth every 103.27 minutes,
or roughly 14 times a day. Every 18 days the satellite passesover she
sameswath (185 kmwide) of the ground. Landsatcovers the earth's entire
surface area except the northernmost101 andsouthernmost101 area. The.
orbital inclination angle of 99.11° was selected that provides a "sun-
synchronous"orbit, so data collected are always at the samelocal time over
the sameregion. At higher northern latitudes the local time wtll be a few
minutes late as comparedto the equatorial crossing time. Meanwhile, local
time at lower southernlatitudes wtll be a few minutesahead. There is also
a variationassociatedwiththelongitude,mainlybecauseof thediscrete
timezonesused. Theaverageequatorialcrossingtimefor LandsatI was9:42
a.m.tillMarch1977,thenitwas changedto 8:30a.m. Landsat2 was initi-
atedwith an equatorial crossing time of about 9 a.m. and then waschangedto
9:30 a.m. in December1977.
Landsat4 will be slightly different from the first three Landsats. For
instance,theorbitalaltitudeis 70Bkm andtheearchcoverageperiodis 16
days.
Landsatprogramis intended to establish the usefulnessof relatively t
reflectivemultispectralimageryforearthresourcestudy.The application
to thefollowingareashasbeeninvestigated:
/
•', ," , . |l ,
.......... i983009659-TSC10
(1)agriculturalprQduction;
(2)waterresourcesplannlngandmanagement;
,.. (3)rangelandmanagemQnt;
(4)forestrymanagemont_
(5) land use andurban and regional planning andmanagement_
(6) environmentalconservationandmanagement_
(7) geologic survey andmineral resourcemanagement_
(8) marine resource, oceanography,andcoastal engineering;
(9)cartrographicandthematicmappingapplications;and
_0) disasterwarningand reliefoptions.
!
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II. Sensor, BandDesignation, WavelenBtht and R_solutton:
The type of sensor, band d_tgnation, spectral sensitivity range, and
sparta1 resolution used tn Landsat are shownin Table 1. Three basic types
of sensors are Involved:
A. Return BeamVtdtcon Camera= A multispoctral return-beam vt.dt.con (RBV)
television system, that operates in three spectral _ass bands designated as
band 1, 2, and 3 is used on Landsacs.1 and 2. The wavelengths associated
with the bands 1, 2, and 3 are 0.475-0.575 gm(blue-green) 0.580-0.680 gm
? (yellow-red), and 0.690-0.830 gm (red-IR), The spatial resolution is 76 m.
' Two panchromatic RBVcameras which replaced the three multispectral
RBVcameras on Landsats 1 and 2, are being used on Landsat 3. The wavelength
associated with this system r&nges from O.505 to 0.750 micrometer (um), and
, the resolution is 40 m. This system has linear resolution which is twice
.; as better and stt11 provides approximately the seme..areal,coverage as com-
pared with the multispectral RBVcameras.
B. Multtspec_ral Scanner System: A Multtspectral Scanner System (MSS), that
operates in four spectral passbandsdesignated as bands 4, 5, 6, and 7, is used
in Landsats 1, 2, and 3. Furthermore, band 8 is also used in Landsat 3 system.
The wavelengths associated with the bands 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are 0.5-0.6 _m
-. (green), 0.6-0.7 _m (red), 0.7-0.8 gm (near IR), 0.8-1.1 um (near IR), and 10.4-
:- 12.6 um(thermal IR), respectively. The resolutions for bands 4, 5, 6 and 7 are
76 m and for band 8 is 234 m. At the time of this writing (March, 1982), the band
; 8 is not operating satisfactorily. -
_ Typicalrepresentationsof the fourbands of the LandsatMultispectral
Scanner(MSS)are used in this study. The characteristicsof each band are
= listedas follows: I
•G Band 4: The band4 emphasizesconditionsof surfacewater bodiessuch as
:. sedimentloads,shallowness,directionsand relativeratesof flow.
1983009659-TSC12
Band5: The band B emphasizescultural features" and exposed soil and rock
_urfacesand assistsin the analysiso_ surfacewater conditions.
BaRd6: The band 6 helps to distinguishbetweenlivevegetationand land-
water boundaries.
Band 7: The band 7 penetrates best through haze and light clouds and also
emphasizes live vegetation and land-water boundaries.
C. Thematts Mapper: _ thematic mapper (TM), that operates in seven passbands
designated as bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and.7 will be used on Landsat 4. The
w_velength associated with. the bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are 0.45-0.52 gm
(blue), 3.52-0.60 gm (green), 0.63-0.69 gm (red), 0.76-0.90 um (near infrared),
1.55-1.75_I_(intm_nedlateinfrared),10.4-12.6_m (thermalinfrared),and
2.08-2.35_m (intermediateinfrared),respectively.The resolutionis 30 m
in all the bands except that the band 6 has a resolution of 120 m, Becauseof
the resolution improvement and wider range of spectrum, the Landsat 4 is ex-
pected to be a powerful tool for a Landsat remote sensing application.
] 983009659-TSC13
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The U. S, NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration(NASA)op_rat_ _i
three Landsattrackingand groundreceivingstatlonslocatedat Greenbelt, i!
•Maryland;Goldstone,California;and Fairbands,Alaska. The ground.arearo_ i......... !....
; ceptloncoveragefor any receivingstationis about 28xi06km2. In addition i
to the U. S. receiving stations, existing foreign ground stations include two
h
in Canadaand one each in Braztl, Italy, and Iran, Besides, Landsat data
outside the direct reception coverage area_ of the existing ground stations
can be acquired and recorded on the wtde.band video tape recorders and then
subsequently transmitted to a ground receiving station when the satelltta
passes by within the range.
After the data have been received, either by real-time transmission or
by tape recorder play-back, ground receiving stations record the data as wide
band video recordings. These recordings are shipped to the NASAImage Processing
Facility (IPF) at GoddardSpace Flight Center (GSFC). Video tapes from the
three U.S. stations are used to produce master 70 mmimages from all Landsat data
collected by the multtspectrel scanner (MSS) for Landsatsl, 2, and 3. Second
generation negatives of all Landsat scenes are furnished routinely to three U.S.
Governmentdistribution centers. Computercompatible tapes are produced by the
IPF bnly whenuser requests _re received at the USGSEROSData Center.
i
] 983009659-TSC] 4
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TheGeneralElectric"Imago%00"isa systemwhichIncorporate_both
opt_ca'tandelectronicapabllltIQ_for_nhancementpurposes.This_ystem i#
ts one of the most advancedin photoanalyzers. The system ts designedto ;)
L
acceptmagnetic tapes wtth two tape drives andalso contains a digitizer
for usewith films. A minicomputerassociatedwith the systemis usedto
gather spectral data _romknownlocal areas and then comparedata from other
areas to decidewhether the latter area meets the criteria as shownin the
known,localarea. Classificationsappeargraphicallyon thecathoderay
tubedisplayandoutputsincludesthedigitaltape,coloredCRTdisplay,line
printer,andcolorfilmrecorder.
Dueto theveryhighpriceof thisInstrument,onlythelimitedfacilities
areavailablewithintheUnitedStates.Thesefacilitiesincludesuchas USGS
facilityat SlxouxFalls,SouthDakota;JetPropulsionLaboratoryin Pasadena,
California;JohnsonMannedSpaceCenter,Huston,Texas;GoddardSpaceFlight
Centerfacilityin Beltsvllle,Maryland;andUniversityof Florlda,Galnesvllle,
Florida.
1983009659-TSD01
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_; V. _. S. Oi_trlbutlonCenters !_
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+
Currently, Landsat images are reproduced and distributed to users by +:
't
; I
three Federal Data Centers operated separately by the U. $. Geological ..
, iSurvey (USGS), the U.S Department o'PAgriculture (USDA), and the U.S. i
r
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA}. Tables 2 :i
and 3 list the U.S. Data Centers and the sources of available image products. !i
+ Image products provided by the data centers are similar in scale, fomat i .
"" i °
J
and type (Table 4). Interested users can request specific tnfomation on i
characteristics of image products available from the various datacenters.
.< USGSEROSData Center does provide CCT's and various accession aids t_users
%
that are not available from the other Federal data centers.
if,
,, • +,
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VI. The Northeast Regional Data Center_ Florida ,
_ The NERDCis currently in the process of setting up procedures to handle
dtoital imagery facilities for its user community. As one part of thts, we
r are intersted in increasing the facilities and services available to users
•
• of Landsat data bases.
,'-_ LANDSATDATA
If you are a currentor futureuserof Landsatmachine-readabledatafrom .........
eitherthe MultispectralScanner(MSS)or ReturnBeam Vidlcon(RBV)systems,
p
NERDCwould likeyou to shareyour datawith us.
_.C Sincethe acquisitionchargefor.thecomputer-compatibletapesis $200
:
; each, NERDCwould like to make as many of these as possible available to all
;_.. users. A copy of each tape that is made availablewill be placedin NERDC!s
: tape library as a public reference volume available to all NERDCusers. The ad-
_:'._ vantagesof sharingthis dataare that:
: * Itwill make new data availableto everyone;
...._ * It will provideyou with a workingcopyof your datamaintainedby the
NERDCat no cost to you.
" i "_ i
m
'2
m
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VII. Llnlverslt,y__f Florlda,,IFA_RemoteSensln9 Facllltle_
The G_noralE]ectrlc"Imaqo100" locatedat NASA, KennedySnace
Cantorwas relocatedat the Instltuteof Food and Agricultural
_ Sciences(IFAS)remotesensingsystem,Unlversltyof Florida, in January,
1982. About 1500Landsattapescame togetherwlth the ImageI00 facility.
This systemwill start operatingsometimeIn the summerof 1982. The de-
tailedinformationon operationand personnelinvolvedwill be given to all
potentialusersaruund,the state,
1983009659-TSD04
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VIII. LandsatNewsletters
"Landsat Data User NOTES,"a bt-monthly newsletter that presents
L
• information about Landsat products, systems, and related remote sensing develop-
ments, is available to subscribers free o£-charge.. Anyone.interssted in
receiving this publication should contact:
User Services Section "
U.S. Geological Survey
;_ EROSData Center
SiouxFalls,.SouthDakota57198
i!. Anotherbi-monthlytechnicalpublicationof interestto Landsatusers
is the "LANDSATNewsletter,"which providesbothcurrentstatisticsand historical
' data on satellite_perations,as well as relatedinformationon other earthsurvey
:.
:_ programs. This newsletteris availablefreeof chargeby contacting:
:71
LANDSATNewsletter
MissionsUtilizationOffice
:: NASA/GSFC
Code 902.1.
Greenbelt,Maryland20771
i:" (301) 344-8826
"t
_ " the quarterlynewsl.etterof theUserswishingto receive"Reflections,
EasternRegionalRemoteSensingApplicationsCenter(ERRSAC)at NASA.'s
- p•
GoddardSpace FlightCentershouldwrite to:
Reflections
•_ ERRSAC
NASA/GSFC
:. Code902.1
' Greenbelt,Maryland20771
...... (800) 638-0748
_ Users_ith Landsatdata to shareor usersdesiringinformationabout
_- NERDC'sLandsatcomputersupportservicesshouldcontactJohn Youngat i
,.- the NERDC or Universityof Florida,IFASRemoteSensingCenter.
t
' i
,°,
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", IX LandsatUpdateInformation ii
According to the recent (March, 1982) information.update for u_ers of _ ..
'_ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Earth Satellite
"_ Service (NOAA/NESS)satellite data, several subjects as related to. Landsa¢ ,
>! +'
are described as follows:
;_ Landsat 2 problem: The Landsat 2 yaw axis momentumwheel ha_ _opped.
,>
,7 *"
._ This spacecraft has been the prime Landsat data collection platform. A pre-
'. vious difficultywith thismomentumwheelwas ovemcomeand it was restored
....,i'- to servicein July, 1980. At the time of thiswriting(March,1987_),the
:i_ satel.liteis not capableof'collectingvaliddata. NASA is evaluatingthe
i _"'>
!:_-; problemand makingeffortsto restartthe wheel,but withoutsuccessso far.
i_,i. NASA regardsthe outlookfor restoringthe satelliteto serviceas dim.
I
i_°!_ Landsat3 problem: Variationsin Landsat3 multispectralscannermirror ....
_!" scan motions have been detected. They result in data loss on the left one-
third of the picture. NASAhas developed a ground processing correlation
)"iF schemeand implementedit from the GoddardSpaceFlightCenterfacilityto
i >>,'
i..._ preservethe righttwo-thirdsof the picture. Polewardof 35% or 35°S,
>
providescontiguouscoverage.
. ,,,
" Landsat4 s_'stem: So far no problemsor delayshave come up thatwould
_ ' interferewith the launchof Landsat4 in the summerof 1982or with the ini-
! ;
L : tiationof NOAA'soperationalLandsat4 programon January31, 1983.
,;
,%
.,.i The multispectralscannerwill be the operationalsensorwhen NOAA first
l
..!:1 takesover the Landsat4 systemon January31, 1983. It will take additional
- monthsto implementroutineThematicMapperoperations,Presently,NOAA is
,i" developingalternateMultispectralScannerdata acquisitionschedulesto find I
• out which of them can be fittedto the engineeringand cost constraintsof the
;- Landsata system.
_ =. Systemoutputwill be cappedat 136 processedMultispectralScanner
1983009659-TSD06
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scenesper day for the firstyear or two of operatlon. Disasterand ,:
emergencyeventswill have firstcallon thiscapacityand..s_ecialacqui-
sitions,for which requesterspay the fullcost. Remainingcapacitywill
be used to collect the Multtspectral Scanner Basic Data Set; scenes of ...... "
I
general interest acquired, to the extent possible, _ccordtng to a published
plan. The MSS BasicData Set will dealwith the routinescene collection ..
objectiveof the operationalsystem.
SpecialAcquisitionsignifiesLandsat4 MSS scenedata thatare not
scheduledfor routineMSS BasicData Set collection,but which are provided
uponusers'requestaccordingto the followingfivecategories.
I. Deliveryof preprocessedigitaldata,to the requestor'ssite via
communicationsatellite;providedMSS scenecollectedat a timeand
place specifiedby the requesteris available.
2. Deliveryto the requesterof a frameof standardMSS imagery(nota
color composite);if MSS scenecollectedat a timeand placespecified
by the requesteris available.
3. Deliveryto the requesterof a computercompatibleor highdensity
digitaltape; if MSS scenecollectedat a time and place specifiedby
the requesteris available.
= 4. Surchargefor deliveryof a color compositeto the user originally
q
requestingthe specialacqulsitionof an MSS scene.
5. Surchargeappliedwhen the requesterestabllshesa maximumallowable
cloud coverconditionfor the collectionof an MSS scene.
...................-';_ ..-'._._'._C....."-..-'-..'-.....:- " ...._ .....................
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Table 1. Compar!sonsof type of sensor, band designation, spectral
sensitivityrange,and spatialresolutionused In different
remotesensing systems....................
i
' Type of Band (NASA Spectral Spatial'
Landsa¢ sensor destQnatton) sensitivity range , . resolution
1,2 Return Beam Band 1 0.475-0.575 _m (bTue-green) 76 m .
Vtdtcon Camera Band2 0.580-0.680 um {yellow-red) 76 m
IRBVI Band3 0.690-0.830 Hm{red-IR) 76 m
Multispectral Band4 0.5-0.6_m {green) 76 m
Scanner(MSS) Band 5 0.6-0.7_m (red) 76 m
Band 6 0.7-0.8gm (nearIR) 76 m
Band 7 0.8-1.1Hm (near IR) 76 m
J =
3 RBV two cameras 0.505-0.750 pm (Panchromatic) 40 m
MSS Band 4 0.5-0.6gm !green) 76 m
Band5 0.6-0.7 _m I=_ 76m6 7 ,8 IR) m
Band 7 0.8-1.1 um (near IR) 76 m
Band8 10.4-12.6_m (thermal IR) 234 m
4 Thematic Band 1 0.45-0.52 _m (blue) 30 m
Mapper (TM) Band 2 0.52-0.60 gm (green) 30 m
Band3 0.63-0.69 gm (red} 30 m
Band4 0.76-0.90_m {near IR) 30 m
Band 5 1.55-1.75gm (intermediateIR) 30 m
Band 6 10.4-12.5 _m (thermalIR) 120 m .i
Band 7 2.08-2.35.Hm (intermediateIR) 30 m
I
aLaunchDates: LandsatI, 7/23/72 Operationended I/6/78 ]
Landsat2, 1/22/75
Landsat 3, 3/5/78
Landsat 4, proposedSummer, 1982
L
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, Table2. Landsatdataavailablli_fromU.S.FederalDataCenter_. "
4,
-._, Aaenc.v.. SourceMater!a1_ ..........
_,_ U.S.Departmentof Agriculture LandsatData
.-_ USDAAerialPhotography
:) Skylab Imageryt
'__ National Oceanicand LandsatData
_C; AtmosphericAdministration NOAASatellite Data
". Sk_,]ab,Image_ :'
"': USGSEROSDataCenter LandsatData
;. _SA ResearchPhotography
.: US_ AerlalMapping
_: Photography
c Skylab,Apolloand
_i. GeminiImage_
I-/:L!
F-'J
L:;,
i.%,
, 7:
i
t
• I
z
j,2
2
! :
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Table 3, EROSData Center Imagery Holdings.
e ..............
Data Types Current Number
of Frames
Landsat I & II 1,067,000
,(MSS& RBV)
Skylab, Apollo and 50,800
GeminiImagery
NASAResearch 1,420,000 ""
AircraftImagery ,,
USDI Aertal 3,123,000
MappingPhotography
Total 5t660t800 ....
,, ,o , ...................... :;;.. ,., • ............ o .......... _
] 983009659-TSD] 0
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Table 4. Summaryof Lend,atImageproductsAvailableat EROSData
Center(ED).
SIZE FILM PRODUCTS
70 mm Black & white; positive andnegattve ,
products (scale 1:3,369,000)
9" x 9" Black & white;posi_ve and negative
products(scale1:I,000,000)
g" x g" False color composite: positive -"
product only (scale 1:1,000,000)
PAPERPRODUCTS
(Positive only)
9" x 9" Black & white and falsecolor composite
(I:1,000,000scale)
20" x 20" Black & whiteand false colorcomposite
(1:500.000scale)
40" x 40" Black & white and falsecolorcomposite
(1:250_000. sca]e.) ,,
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kABSTRACT
" The methods of computing area from mapsare classified under two
categories: (1) boundedaroa, and (2) wetghted sub-areas. Pioneering
":'!, meChodsof planime_r, coordinate squares, triangular _ule, trapezoidal
rule, Stmpson's rule, double-nertdian-distance (DMD), coordinates, and
, digitizer are compared with the relatively easy methods of weighing technique
; and finite se.qments,and also with a recently developed Monte Carlo
:-' prOCeSS.
The bounded area which ts used extensively in computing area of land
: ' use can be obtained by any one of three methods: graphical, arithmetical
, and computer. The graphical method includes four techniques: weighing,
planimeter, coordinates squares and digitizer. The accuracy of tt_is graph-
ical method is highly dependent upon the skill of the analyst and the
correctness of instruments. The arithmetical method involves three rules:
' i
o, triangular, trapezoidal_ and Simpson. 'The accuracy of this arithmetical ,
technique is dependent upon the numberof offsets used to divide the entire :_,
,
:'" region. If a region is of very irregular shape and of large size, then this
.)
! .I
arithmetical method is very tedious and cumbersometo use. The techniques
"- of double-meridian-distance, coordinates, finite segments and Monte Carlo _ ,i
are introduced by using a computerized procedure. The signs of latitudes, t
l
departures, a_d starting point are easily confused in the methods of DHDand '!
, !
coordinates. Finite segments can overcomesomelimitations such as a figure
. -
,. having some inactive areas within the figure, but it is also strongly dependent
!
upon tile direction used to select the boundary nodes. Honte Carlo is only t
:" a method which is independent of tho direction and can be used in any compli- i
ti: cated form of figure.
' (
' 1
.i i
I.
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The weighted sub-area which is used wtdely tn computing the areas
weighted to a measurementstatton can be obtained by any one of the four
.°
. techniques: stmple arithmetic method, Thtessen method, stratified method
m
- and modified Honte Carlo method; however, the modified Hante Carlo method
i:. can be simulated dtrectly by the computerized pmcedure and also has been
_' applied successfully to computethe weighted area to each measuredstatton.
t". Ftnally_ from this study tt can be concluded that the weighing technique
,. is relatively easy to use in the laboratory; the finite segmentsmethod ts .,4
i" a quick computerized procedure when the direction of selecting boundary.
{:, points are correctly performed; and the Honte Carlo process is more applicable
i-; and powerful than other computerized methodsbecause this method is not only
! " I"
:- Independent of the, direction used to select the boundary nodes but also
E-
.,,', applicable to any complicated fore of figures with arbitrary signs of let1-
: tudes, departures and starting points.
I
"i
;r
;J,
• t
L--..'
r,
E
I
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INTRODUCTION
The computation of an area of )and is most frequently used in several
fields of water resourcesystems. Areacalculationsof interest to water
resource workers i ncl ude land use estimation, water quality, ecol ogi cal
systems, stratified sampling progr.ams, etc. Pioneering methodsused in "
computingarea from maps, (hereafter the area comp_tal;ionsare only re-
ferred to the area computedfrom the maps), are those of planimeter, coordi-
nate squares, triangular rule, trapezoidal PUle, Simpson's rule, double-
meridian-distance(D).II_),and coordinates(Brinker,1969). Recently,a
digitizerwas alsoused (SAC,1972). However,if an area is very irregular
in shapeand/oris of largesizeor has inactiveareaswithinits boundaries,
thenthe previousmeth'odsare very.difficultto adaptto a computerized
procedure. Hence,there is a needto introducesome otherpracticalmethods
fromwhich the areacan be calculateddirectly,eitherby the computerized
procedureor by a weighingmachine.
OBJECTIVES _ "_
The.purposes of this study are:
!l) To discuss the existing methods used in computingareas;
(2) To introduce two relatively easy methods of weighing techniques
and finite segments, and a recently developed Monte Carlo process,
togetherwith theirrangesof application,and
(3) To comparethe advantagesand disadvantagesof eachmethod.
DESCRIPTIONOF tIETHODS
The methodsof computingareafrommaps may be classifiedundertwo
categories: (l) boundedareaand (2) weightedto sub-areas.
: " " ..... 9830096591 -TSE04
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,: BOUNDEDAREA
,. The bounded,area has been widely used tn determining the area of land
:. included wtthtn the boundaries, The a_a to be measuredcan be obtatned by
r.
any one of the following methods:
I. Graphical _lethods: The area is measuredby using _nstrumnts such as:
" planimeter, coordinate squares counter, digitizer and wetghing machine. " .-
;.
--'. a. Wetghing _thod: A weighing machine used tn a laborator_ can be
-. employed to ob_In the area. Three procedures are involved: First,
,=
a ratio between a knownarea and weight must be procured from a
control unit. Second, the weight of an unknownarea is weighed.
v'
;. Third, multiplying the wetght of an unknownarea by the ratto which
c.. is obtained tn the first procedure gives the area of an unknown
" figure. The nonuniform thickness of the paper and changtnghumldtty
can affect significantly the accuracy of measurement.
b. pl=ntmeter: The planimeter is the commonestway of checking the areaZ_
of a figure. It ts a small Instrument consisting of an arm, carrytng
=; a tracing potnt, whtch ts movedover the out]the of the figure to be
: computed. Poor setting of the plantmeter scale ba_, and fatlure to
_ check the scale constant by tracing a knownarea, can cause an error
:: of measurement.
"" c. ,Coordinate Squares: The figure is marked off tn squares of unit area.
: The numberof complete unit squats included ts counted, and the sum '
._ of the partt al units are also estimated. A transparent paper marked
_: in squares to somescale is placed over the figure and the numberof
: I
souares and partial units counted. The number of squares can also be
:: counted by a mechanical dot counter or a transparent paper dotter.
i;
: =I
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'. Using coordinate squares which are too large makes_t difficult to
estimate .the partial blocks and could cause an error in computation.
: d, Dtqtttzer: A dtgt.ttzer ts a devtce used to convert information i n
- graphic form tnto numerical intelligence suitable for processing,
recording, or transmission on a dtgtt_l data system. After the (x, y)
m
:" coordinates of each potnt on the outltne of the ftgure Is recorded, ..
_- the size of the plane area also can be computed. Thts method is htghly
i'"
r_
!_ dependent upon the direction used to dlgttfze the boundary doordtnates.)r
)_i:.+ II. Arithmetic Methods: A figure can be divided tnto geometrical.shapes
i l_" (triangles, trapezoids, and rec.tang)e.S), and the follo_ving rules can be
: i s
., used to computethe area:
; i; a. Trta.nqular Rule: A figure may be divided into simple triangles.. Tj_e.....
i_j " ........
are= can be computedby the formula:':'4
) Area = / S(S-a)(S-b)(S-C)•I
i+= where
"_ a, b, and c are the.sides of the triangle
.':-. S = O.5(a+ b + c) (2)
.,IT Another formula is used when an angle between two sides is known,
!l.
__, Area- 0.5 a b sin C (3)
. •m-
::, where C is the angle includedbetweentwo sidesa and b.
.L b. TrapezoidalRule: If the flgureis consideredas made up of a series
'.%,. j
L of trapezoids, all having the samebase, the area can be determined
'.1
;" based on the formula
" d t
:. _" Area = _- (ha + 2 Z h + hb) (4)
, where
r
t
..
_,,, d = commondistance between offsets and
M""
L)
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h
' !i
ha, hb, and h •ftrst, last and Intermediate offsets.
c. Stmpson's Rule: For generally parabolic areas, Stmpson'sone-third
rule as follows is applicable to obtain the size of the plane area.
d
Area = _(h a + 2 z hodd + 4 _ heven + hb) . . (5)
where
.o
d = commondistance between offsets,
ha,hb,hodd and heven = first, last, odd and even offsets.
Furthermore, tf the figure is very irregular in shape, then the
arithmetical'method is very difficult to adapt by a computerized p_ocedure.
Therefore, the following computerized methods,are introduced:
III. ComputerHethods: The following four methods can be performed by the
Computerized procedure.
a. Double-Meridian-Distance (DMD)! The DMDof a traverse line is twice
the distance from a meridian through the most westerly station to the
middle point of the line. The double areas of all of the trapezoids _
may now be found by multiplying each Dr,ID by the adjusted latitude ,
)
of that side. The area obtained by plus latitudes and minus latftudes, i
should be considered as a positive and _egattve area, respectively. ! i
The sumof these double areas will be double the area of the figures to
be measured. The disadvantages of this DMDmethod is that the signs .!
of DHD's, latitudes, departures, or areas are easily confused. . i
b. Coordinates: The area is equal to one-half the sumof the products
obtained by each x-coordinate by the difference between the adjacent
!
y-coordinate, taken in the sameorder around the figure. Similar to
the DMDmethod_ the signs of coordinates, latitudes, departures, or
, areas are easily confused.
1983009659-TSE07
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: If the signs and starting point are recorded carefully and '
without any inactive areas within the figure, the above two methods
can be used quite satisfactorily by using a computerized procedure;
however, in practical application the above methodscan accrue ........................
difficulty such as an inactive area included wfl:hin the figure.
Therefore, the following two methodswhich can overcomethe
ltmt_ttons are introduced. .." :
c...Finite Segments: The boundary of a figure is defined by a series of
linear segmentsbetween node points. The clockwise or counter-
clockwise direction used to record (x, y) coordinates is dependent
upon the figure either to be _cttve or inactive, respectively. The
area is obtained by the following formula:
M-1 Y1 + YM
Area E Xt ) Yi+I + Yf- - + (X1 - XM) (6_l=l (xl+l 2 2
where XI, Yi = coordinates of boundary nodes;
i - boundary segment index; and
-. M = total numberof segments.
" d. Monte Carlo Method: The Honte Carlo method is a procedure which takes
advantage of the high speed of an electronic computer in solving complex
problems in physical and mathematical fields. Monte Carlo applications
in the field of science and engineering are summarizedin books by
Hammersleyand Handscombe(1964) and Shrieder (1967). This method
involves enclosing the figure to be measuredwithin a rectangular
area and by generating randomnumberschoosing points randomly distri-
buted throughout this rectangle. The proportion of these points
!
fallingwithinthe figuredarea is, in the limit,the proportionof
I
' the rectangulararea containedwithin the figure. But, in practical
J
.r
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i;. application, the previous methodhas somelimitations which were
_. removedby Shih and Hamrtck (1974).
f'
_"_ t, To Determine Whether a RandomPoint is Within or Without the "
I! Watersl_ed:
}) Shih and Hamrtck (1974) developed an alternative test
L
:. based on the principle that for any completely boundedregion,
"!!
,,, a radial line constructed in any direction from a given pointf
must cross the boundary an odd numberof times if tile point is
_" located within the region or an .even number of times
.. if without(assumingzero to be an evennumber). This test is
i,_ ambiguousonly in the case of node points (the intersections
of straightline segmentsrepresentingthe figureboundary).
They also developed a second rule with.a computerized technique
for solvingti_eambiguitythatexistswl_enthe radial llne
• '.
penetratesthe boundaryat the node point.
,:" ii. Procedureof Computation:
,:i Basedon the techniquedescribedin the previoussection,
,_
'" the followingproceduresare used to obtainan analogof any ......
" 1
..: shape of figure. ,!
2" (I) Enclosethe irreoularlyshapedboundarywith a rectangle i
c,,f
.," whose coordinatesare also recorded.
,:2 (2) Read the X and Y coordinates of the boundary segments.
(3) Computethe weightingfactorof each boundarynodeaccording
•i to Rule2 (Shihand Hamricl,,1974). i
._ (4) Generaterandompointswith uniformprobabilityover the
enclosing rectannle.
-,_
'!
"i
?
,, . u . " '"
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(5) Draw an imaginary line from the random point and parallel
,t
to the x-axis.
(6) Count the number of intersecti_)ns of this line with the
boundary
(7) Test whether the random point falls within the boundary
according to Rule I (an odd or even number of inter- -_
sections).
(8) If the above test succeeds, increase the counter of accepted
points by one.
(9) Repeat the processes of 5, 6, 7 and 8 until the number of points
assigned is reached.
(10) Compute the area by dividing the accepted points by the total
number of random points, and multiplying this ratio by
the enclosing rectangular area.
The above procedure is simulated as a flow chart shown in Figure I.
iii. Selecting Boundar_ Segments
The boundaries of a watershed can be defined by the given
coordinates of successive points along the boundary (in a clockwise
direction) and considering the boundary between each pair of successive
points to be a straight-linear segment. The actual boundaries could
be approximated as closely as desired by increasing the number of
such._aqments; but,the user should note that the more segments chosen
the more computing time and user's time are required. A later
example will show the effects of many irregularities of natural
i
boundaries such as lake shorelines and the watershed may be averaged
by reducing the boundary planform to a simplified polygon. The
general principle of this procedure is to represent the planform
i
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•_ Ftguna 1: Flowcharl for Solvtng Integrated Area
ComputeThe Number
• of Intersections Along
Either stde of x Axis
Increase
of Rejected
Potnts One
Number
Odd
Increase Counter of
i Accepted Points by One
Check
of RandomF no
Generated is ReachedThe
Asst,
_- yes
"_" I Compute ThE Area !
I. i
•, Prtnt The Result
; . End
• t
v _
'3
0 --
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;: with as few sides as possible without changing the basic shape of :'
L,
the boundary.
iv.. Convergenceof Wet.qhts
: Becausethe Monte Carlo methodrelies on the laws of probability,
" a large numberof randomtrials should be taken in the interest
t of precision. The method normally used to estimate the relattenshtp
L
of sample size and accuracy is the large-sample normal approxi-
mation. Using the Central-Limit Theorem, the btnom_al distribution
can be approximated by a normal distribution for a .large N, where
N is the total numberof trials. The sampling error of any statistic
is proportional to 1/(N)1/2, The convergenceof the Thtessen
wotghts is a statistical convergence i.e., tile probable error of
estimation is proportional to 1/(N) 1/2. A detailed discussion was..
•" given by Shih and Hamrick (1974).
WEIGHTEDSUB-AREAS
: The average amountsof environmental elements such as water quality,
.. ecology system, and land use, etc. over a specific area is required in many
:. water resource problems, Thus, meanvalue problems can be solved by sampling
'" techniques. For convenience let variables A1, ..., Ak, and X1, ..., Xk be the
_ subareas and measuredvalues of stations 1, ...k, respectively. Then the
• estimated weighted •average amounts for the region are
:" k B
,_'._ X = WIxI + ...+ WkXk = _ WiXi (7)
._ I=I
m
-"; where Wi = Ai/A, weightedarea; and
... A = Al + ...+ Ak, totalarea.
_• In most casesthe valuesof Xi are obtainedfirst by laboratoryexperiments
:;" or fieldmeasurements,and then "_hevaluesof Wi are estimatedbased on the
.p
1 83009659-TSE12
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fol lowing four methods:
Z. Stmple Arithmetical Method: The values of At are assumedequal to one. ....
Equation 6 can be rewritten as .
k
. : Xt/k (e)i-1
Equation 8 is the simplest methodwhich can give a goodestimation of
average value in a flat area under the condition of measurementsthat
are uniformly distributed and the individual measurementdoes not vary
widely from the true average. However, this method does not take into
account the measurementsoutside, but near the boundaries of the area.
II. Thiessen Polygon Method: Thiessen (1911) developed a methodwhich attempts
to allow for nonuniform distribution of measurementsby providing a
weighting facto_ for each measurement.The measured points are plotl;ed
on a map, and connecting lines are drawn. Perpendicular bisectors of
these connecting lines form polygons around each measuredpoint. The
sides of each polygon are the boundaries' of the effective area assumed
for the measuredpoint. The values of Ai are determined by the methods
indicated in the section of boundedarea computation. However, the
limitation of this method ts its inflexibility; for instance, a new
polygon,being reoutred every time there is a change in sampling location.
Also, the methodmakesno attempt of overcomethe orographic influences. ]1
111. StratifiedMethod: Thismethodis a plan by whlch the regionis divided l
into homogeneoussubregtons or strata. In computing a strata the analyst )
can make full use of his knowledge of orographtc effects or other t
influential factors. After constructing the strata, the following equation
is used to calculate the mean values, _,
1983009659-T$ E13
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M _1 WtJXtj (9)I'I j'l
where
M - totalnumberof strata
kI • totalnumberof observedstationsIn theIthstratum
l,j• indexof stratumandobservedstation,respectively;and
WIj- observedvalueof theJthstationin theIthstratum
The valuesof AIjcanbe determinedbyel)hersimplearithmeticalmethod
or theThlessenmethod. If a simplearithmeticalmethodIs used,then
equation9 Is reducedas
M
IT- = WlITi (lO)i=l
where
Wi = At/A,weightedareaof theIthstratum;and
)Ti= k_iXij/ki, averageobservedareaof Ithstratum.j=l
If a ThlessenmethodIs usedto performthesubpol,vgonforeachstation
Xtj, then equation g is used to calculate the weightedarea. Thegreatest
limitationof thestratifiedmethodIs alsoItsinflexibility,
IV, ModifiedMonteCarloMethod:As indicatedIn previousections,the
ThiessenpolygonandstratifiedmethodssufferfromtheirInflexibllity
in thata newThiessendiagramis requiredeverytimethereisa change
in thesamplinglocationor a recordedstationwithmissingdata. This
limitationcanbe overcomeby themodifiedMonteCarlomethod(Shlhand
I
Hamrick,1975).
, , _ ........ (. ................... _ _-_,.. _ _: _t_-_ _-_; _?_ -_ _;
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a. procedures of Computation.... :i
The following procedures are used to compute an area wetghted to ............ ; .....
each measured statton:
1. Computethe weighting factor of each boundarynode whtch reltes ++
on the procedures 1, 2 and 3 as Indicated tn tt_e prevtous sectton
of the Monte Carlo method.
2. Determinewhether ¢ random point falls wtthin any shape boundary
which is based on the procedures 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 as Indicated
in the previous sectton of Monte Carlo method.. !
3. Assign the I dndompotnt which ts falltng wtthtn the boundaWto _
the nearest measuring point. :
,
4. Repeat processes 2 and 3 untll a predetermined large numberof +
potnts are reached.
5. Computethe relative area ratio of the boundedregion to the
enclosing rectangle by dtvtdtng the numberof accepted points by
the total numberof randompotnts. ,,
6. Calcu]ate the computedweights of each measuring point by divtdtng
the numberof points assigned to each measuring point by the
tote] numberof accepted points.
7. Checkwhether the sampltng locatton ts changing=
8. If the response to 7 ts yes, the processes from 2 1;o-7 ape repeated.
The above procedures are simulated t1_.a flow chart in Figure 2..
I
b. An Irregular or L-ShapedWatershe..d
An expected accuracy of computation by thts Honte Carlo method
=
dependsupon not only the number _f randompoints, but also the shape !
of the watershed. The numberol_ randompoints that affects the sample
error has been discussed in a previous section. However, the
J
"-o.
• + " + "- '-,, ,+ _ v ...... ,; + ."-" "i: : ......" "', + _+ , .,+ ' +,+,,+_.._;+'I+_
- +,, - , ' - . +'.... . ....... + _. +,,+: ........ . .+• _,,.+,. ,_+ . • +, _ , ".... .. _x , x ,+.++. ?, ..
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Figure 2: Flowchart for Computing tha W_lghtad Sub-area.
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of Rejected Compute the Relative Area Ratio
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The Number :i
I nte rsect I on '1s
Odd yes Cheer I f
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".: End ,
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: t
i
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::" efficiency of this _1onteCarlo method affected by the shape formed
'- by the watershed.should also be discussed because,a large numberof '
randompoints fall off the outside boundaries of the watershed ............... :.
,'. which differs greatly from Chat of the enclosing rectangle. This
"=' d¢fft cul ty can .be overcome..byfol lowtng three techniques:
/ i
.:'. i. Equal RectanIles: A watershed is enclosed by a nund_er.of ........... -"
_) smaller rectangles of equal area that have.a commonedge
,%
,', which cuts the watershed. In order for this methodto be
c used more widely, the following relationship should be
::.
, ::. introduced. Let AI, ..., An be the relative area ratio
: fallingwithinthe boundaries of sub-watershed I, ...,n.
:.., Then the klewrelativearea ratio,RI, ...,Rn, of sub-
:- watershedI, ...,n are equal to
r n
_"_ R1 " Al/ =I
• •
L''
. . (ll)
n •
R I " "_ U "P- "
:, n m
%:
:. The ft nal computedwetghts, W1 , ..., Wm, of ratnfall stattons
._ I, ..., m are equal to
_ n
i i, WI,= _: RtEtl
• i=l •
, . • n • (12)
_:: Wm = I: RIEt
,-" t'1 m
:.. where Et,1 is the computedweight of rainfall station j in
". subrectangleI; j Includesthe rainfallstatlonfrom I to
Z m and I includesthe subrectanglefrom 1 to n. For example,
,[
.:
i m
I
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m is the total-numberof rainfallstationsand n is the total ,_
numberof subrectangles. !i
il. Unequal Rectangles: The technique of unequal.._ec=anglesis
stlnilar to the equal rectangles method except that the water-
shed ts..enclossd by a numberof. smaller unequalrectangles.
Let S1, ..., Sn represent the area of enclosing rectangles .
l, ..., n; A1, ...A n and R1, ...,R n are defined in the case
of equal rectangles. The value of Ri is
n
• . (13) :
• n • ,,
Rn = AnSn/ _=lAiSii
The final computedweights, W1, o.., Wm of rainfall stations,
1, ..., m, are similar to equation 12, except that the Ri
I values are replaced by equation 13.
iti. Single Rectangle: The mope randompoints chosen, the greater
the accuracy of the estimates obtained. Therefore, in a
watershed which has a lower relative area ratio, the single-
rectangle technique is still applicable by increasing the
randomtrials. A detailed technique of application was given
by Shth and Hamrtck (1975).
c. NewThtessen Coefficients for Missing Data
As Llnsleyet al. (1958)indicatedthe greatestlimitationof the
Thiessenmethodis its inflexibility,becausea new Thiessenpolygon
I
is requiredevery time thereis a changein the gagenetwork. This
modifiedNonte Carlomethodcan be usedto overcomethislimitation.
;:._-:............ ...... , o.............. ::........................................, ..._ " . ..................._: ......:................................_............_ ,.._:
t( l _, a ' .......... ' . ,
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In general, tllere are two cases of mtsstng data. Case1: The mtsstng
._ data of each ratnfall statton ape prtoPly known, and any mtsstng pePtods
; of record are asstgned as a newstation set, The dtstance of a random
potnt from all Path measuring stattons ts calculated simultaneously tn
each station set, and the randompoint ts asstgned to the nearest ratn
measuring station tn each set. Case 2: The mtsstng dataof each raJn-
_ fall station ts posteriorly known, t.e., howmanystattons wtth missing
ii" data are unknown. Tn thts case, tf a statton wtth a mtsstng record ts
found, then that station is omitted and a new gage network ts considered.
_ Basedon thts new gage network, a computedweight ts perfomed by a re-
peating procedure. A detailed description of these procedures wtll be
_ discussed tn the sectton of computer program.t
COHPUTERPROGRAH
Basedon Equation 1 of finite segment, procedures for computation tn
_ Honte Car]o and modtfted Honte Carlo methods, a systematic flow chart for
i the computer programdevelopment ts showntn Annex1. Nomenclatures for
the computer program are ltsted tn Annex2. The systematic flow chart
..: was converted to a computer program for the CDC3100 computer wtth Fortran
IV language. The users manual for the CDC3100 program ts also presented
tn Annex3. The computer ppegramsare ltsted tn Annex4. If the other
_: computer systems are used, someJ,od££tcattons of the computerprogram
might be needed.
r
- EXAHPLEOF APPLICATION
A example ts used to illustrate the app|icatton of computing the
• boundedand wetghted sub-areas.
:c
T
,..• .,, , • %, .... . _. ,v ...... •.......
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;-"" In orderto testthe applicabilityof thesenewlydevelopodtechniquesi "
i ""
,. an irregulararea as shown l_..Flgure3 not only has inactiveareaswithinthe
"_ figure, but also can be calculated easily by the triangular rule. As mentioned
o..
._: in the previoussections,the directionusedIn settingboundarynodesis a
_. very importantfeaturein somemethods,becausean improperprocedurecan cause ,-
i-:_ a seriouserror. In orderto investigatethisnature,as Figure3 illustrates;
,_.,- fourdifferentsequencesusedto selectthe coordinatesare demonstrated:
:. CaseIA: I-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-I0-6-II-12-13-14-II-5-I,
"': Case2A: 1-2-3-4-5-6-I0-9-8-7-6-II-I2-I3-I4-II-5-I,
:,: Case 1B: 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-I0-I1-I2-I3-I0-9-I4-6-5-I,
[.:L-.
!_,:,.:. Case2B: I-2-3-4-5-6-14-9-I0-I3-I2-Il-I0-9-8-7-6-5-I•
" Basedon these fourcases,severalmethodsare used to obtainthe areas. The
• results are shown in Table 1. As can be seen from Table l, the cases of 1A
[ _ and IB have a seriouserrorby usingthe methodsof finitesegmentsand
i " "
):" digitizer. The results of areas calculated by the Nonte Carlo methodwith
),-.;: 2000 randomwalksare all the samevaluesin four cases. This impliesthat
__:] the techniqueusedto selectthe consecutivepointsalongthe boundaryin either
t ,
'_ a clockwise or counterclockwise direction, or a combination of both directions
_.__,= givesno differencein the resultsobtainedby usingthe MonteCarlomethod
_ This is a very usefultoolwhen the directionsused to selectthe boundary
._ nodes are mixed up in both directions.The accuracyof Simpson°smetilodis
)_.,. directlyproportionalto the numberof divisions. For example,the numberof
) " eight and ten offsets as shown in t-igure 3 are called Cases 1 and 2, respectively.
-:: The calculatingresultsare also shown in Table l As Table 1 shows,Case2
•17
: has a bettersolutionthan CaseI. The resultsobtainedby the coordinates
• and weighed method give a good agreement with the results obtained by the
triangularrule.
- ,
P
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Fig.3. Area Under an Irregularly ShapedFom.
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Table 1. Comparisonof the results of boundedarea obtatned by Monte Carlo
me_hod,with other methods.
Graph_.calMethod Arithmetical Method !ComputerizedMethod "
0i ff. Coordinate Digt ¢tzer Weighed TPIangular Simp. Monte Fi ni =e
Cases Squares Method Method Rule Rule Carlo Segments
• I I l
1A 16.97 34.03 17.18 17 18.3 17.06 35 :,
: 2A 16.97 17.03 17.18 17 17 17.06 17
1B 20.84 29.82 19.98 21 20 20.81 29
I
2B 20.84 20.92 19.98 21 21 20.81 21
:" i
_'+ ," ++ + . .+ ++ , II
......................::++,.j ....................................................... _ ................. _,J ................ -+-
....................... .............................................................................. +//6
+,. , + " " ,+ . .,+ c_
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,. RESULTSANDDISCUSSZON
',: After applying the techniques to several practical problems, the following
" conclustons were drawn:
•... I. The accuracy of the graphical method is highly dependentupon the
;; skill of the analyst and the correctness of the instruments. Although
,:- the results obtained by the coordinate squares, plantmter and _
weighing technique are in good agreement with the results obtained
-- by the triangular Pule, someobservations must be mentioned. For
' example, the nonuniform thickness of the paper and vawtng humtdtty
- ",_
N :" can stgnt.flcantly affect the accuracy of weighing measurement. Poop
" setting of the plantmeter scale bar, and f_tlure to check fop the
• .' Z+"
: scale constant by tracing a knownarea, an cause an error of
b
: planimeter measurement. Using coordinates which ape too large make
_: _t difficult to estimate the parCtal blocks from which an error of
/',,I computation can occur. The cases of 1A and 1B will have a serious
;.. error if the digitizer is used. These results showthat the digitizer
- is highly dependent uponthe direction used to digitize the boundary
-'; coordt nates.
:' 2. The accuracy of the arithmetical technique is dependent upon the number
: of offsets used to dtvide tile entire rc_Jton. Case 2 with ten offsets
.'.t
.. has a better solution than Case 1 with only eight offsets. If a
- region has a yew irregular shape and large size, then this arith-
metical methodts vew tedious and cumbersometo use.
- t
: 3. The signs of latitudes, departures, and starting points are easily
: confused in the methods of DHDand coordinates. Although finite
,. P
1983oo9659-?£Fr .q :
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:L. '_
,:: segmentscan overcome some limitations such as a figure having some
_ inactive areas within the figure, as Case IA and iB shows; it is strongly
....;_'_.
_ci_ dependent upon the direction used to select the boundary nodes but "-
_: also applicable•to any complicated form of figures w.itharbitrary sign.
_,::''_- of Iatitudes, departures and s.tcr/:ing points
" 'i:".t_. _ ""
:?'_":: 4. The modified Monte Carlo method has been successfully applied to compute
•.--i£-_,,_.
_2i_i_. the weighted sub-area. The result also indicated that only the modified .,
-_:,_._.:, Honte Carlo method can be simulated directly by a computerized procedure
ii_.LT: "to compute the weighted sub-area to each measured station•
-_'" 5 The modified Honte Carlo method can be applied to compute the weighted
:"---_:; sub-area not only for rainfall stations but also for any type of
_:_._. estimating mean value over a specific area. For example, an everage
_:_;;_ of nutrient concentration within the lake can also be computed based
-,:", on the modified Monte Carlo method.
-c:;_. 6. The-'mc<iif_edMonte Carlo m{thod has been extended to compute the new
_ "" weighting factors when data are missing.
--:L!:.:
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_I--_.... Annex]... S.yste.maticRow Chart For ComputerProgramDevelopment
i '::?" (: STARTi.-i .. t
:.:'. _ l ,'
ifi" i.: _t
i_:-_ jr READINPUTDATA 'I'_i:,.i.: '" _-I METHO OLOGYSELT..CTION J ' l,.. ...,.. I,TITLEOFINPUTIDEN IF _T ON
i ,_.;. Ve_ A L EXIT
.._..
:-".'I' '
)_-!:.". no_
_:.:... _ CALLSUBROUTINEi-" yes
i-'!:,:- FINITE SEGMENTS "_ METHOD
i-%:._ METHODUSEDTO
i]__.: COMPUTEAREA
-_ I no{:.:, ',
_-_.: MONTECARLO
i_, ,. METHODUSEDTO
;:,_: yes - COMPUTEAREAl-..). _ --t
_.£_..-,.- ,,
i _ ',
!_,_:. _ _ USED/"
T.oi--%':"
_':-.i": I MODIFIEDMONTECARLOMETHOD[
_._,., " | USEDTOCOMPUTEAREAAND
i ;:".... I .... THIESSENCOEFFICIENTS
" 7 .... FII- • i
i
:._,?:i" ORIGINALPAG_iS ,
...._ OF POORQUAL|"I'Y
! d,,."
.- :g..,
.:%,
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Annex2. Nomenclature For ComputerPrQgram_,
Variables of Input:
IN - Methodolow Indicator, the ftntte segmentsmethod .red
I • Ftntte SegmentsMetl_odUsed
*
2 • Monte Carlo flethod Used
3 -Modtfted Honte Carlo MethodUsed
0 • End of Oob
TITLE - Input data identification
N - The number of boundaw points chosen
H - The numberof measuring stations.
NSET - The number of Monte Carlo Potnt_ asstgned
XMZN - Htntmim range tn X axts
R4AX - Maximumrange in X _xts
YMZN - Mtntmumrange in Y axis
YHAX -Maxtmum range in Y axis
FAC - The scale of feet used in per unit of length, zero means
the dimensionless of area
X - X coordinate of the boundarypoint
Y - Y coordinate of the boundary point
AX - X coordinate of the measuring station
AY - Y coordinate of the measuring station
Variables of Output:
AF - Relative area ratio
AREA - Total area in acres I
I - Mea:;uringstationidentification
WF(1) - Thiessencoefflclontof stationI
FACT - Area convertingfactorin unitof acres
SUrl - Total area in acres computedby fitlitesegmentsmethod.
"I983009659-T$F14
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, Anrmx..3.__llsm'sManual
For Programto Computethe AreasandThtessen
_. CoefftctenCsBasedon Ftntte Segments,Monte .,
Carlo and_dtft ed MonteCarlo,Methods
i
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: ProgramLtm!tattons
I, Limitof 400 boundarypointsper area
_, Limitof 500measurin.astationper area
.. Requlsltlonfor.Co_UtprWOrE
;- EstimatedTlme- 5 secondsis neededin FiniteSegmentper area,
: 15 secondsIs neededin MonteCarlomethodper I000randompoints.
20 seconds is needed in Fbdtfted Monte Carlo Method per
1000 randompoints
Category - Production run
Disk - 6000
FORMATINFORMATION
Symbols used to indicate the proper method for numbersor letters entered
in card columnsshownare :
RJ - indicatesthata whole In_egelnumbermust be rightjustified
i_•cardcolumnsshown
'  DP- indicatesthat•the numbermust havea decimalpoint indicatedin
one of the card columns.
A .-._nyalpha-numericharacter.
CARDFORMATINFORHATION
_: First Card: Control and Parameters Card
:',
C.C. _ D_escription
r
1-5 RJ An IntegralvalueIs required. I, 2, and
" 3 indicate that the finite segments, Monte !
;" Carlo, and Modified Monte Carlo are used,
respectively, t
: 11-80 A Title Inputdata identification.
. )
.... • •• . • , • .. ........
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' !i i
: SecondCard: Parameters Card
i -
; Symbol Description
type I: when the integer 1 Is shown tn first •card on
column5
- I-I0 _ Total number of.boundary points
-_"
; "_, 11-20 DP Scale of feet used in per untt of. length
;:: Type II: Whenthe integer 2 is shownin first card on - r
. column S
;: 1-10 Ra Total numberof randompoints assigned
11-20 RJ Total numberof random points assigned
.. 21-30 DP Minimumvalue of enclosing, nectangle
,.: coordinates along X-axis
31-40 DP Maximumvalue of enclosing rectangle
! .,
coordinatesalong X-axis
:.. 41-50 .....DP. Ml.lmumvalue of enclosingrec=ungular
- coordinate along Y-axis j
• / I
51-60 DP Maximumval_e of enclosingrectangular
coordinate along Y-axis
_ 61-70 DP Scale 4 fe_t used in per unit of length
'I
:-" Type III" When the integer3 is shownin firstcardon
- ._,
column 5
;_ I-I0 RJ Totalnumber of boundarypoints
; :: 11-20 RJ Total number of rain measuring stations,
"_ If a relative area ratio of study area
:" to enclosing rectangle is expected,only
:.,. the value of 1 should be used. ,
= 21-30 RJ Total numberof randompoints assigned.;.
" 31-40 DP Minimumvalue of enclosing rectangular
:: coordinate along X-axls '
--r 41-50 DP Maximumvalue of enclosing rectangular
coordinate along x-axis
; ". 51-60 DP Minimumvalue of enclosing rectangular I
coordinate along y-axi s
,.
•"" 61-70 DP Maximumvalue of enclosing rectangular
- coordlnate along Y-axls
• 71-80 DP Scaleof feet usedin per unit of length
; p
,
,-
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;:ll B"
.:- Tl_trd Card: Bou_sdarypotncs Coord.tnatesCard(s)
:-' C,C...__, _ Descrt ptl on
/:. 1-5 DP
-_- 11-15 DP
- 31-35 DP
*_ x coordinate value of boundary segments
i_ 41-45 DP choosing in clockwise direction "_
"" 51-55 DP
_°'- 61-65 DP
_ ,/, ,T
- - 71-75 DP
_i::'_; 6-10 DP
; : 16-20 DP
i; _" 26-30 DP
....:,:.. 36-40 DP
--:."::.:: 46-50 DP y coordinate value of boundary segments
_ _.,,_. choosing in clockwise direction,
_:.,,- 56-60 DP ......
_,7,.._,
.,_,. 66-70 DP
, 1L_.
'_• 76-80 DP
-;;:;"- Note: The maximumboundarypoints included per card is only 8 points. Therefore,
....:_ the card can be used as muchas requtPed in numberof stations. For
, ; example, 7 cards are needed in 50 boundary points,
>,
I
• .o
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fleasurtn9 Stattons Coordinate Cardlsl: This card is required only when the
' integer 3 ts showntn the ftrst card
on column,5......
C.C____. _ Descrt pt i on
1-5 DP
" 11-I 5 DP ,-
'_ 21-25 DP
31-35 DP
41-45 DP x coordinate of rain measuring station
51-55 DP
61-65 DP
71-75 DP
: 6-10 DP
•' 16-20 DP
26-30 DP
36-40 DP
• Yvco.qr_tlnate of rainfall measuring station
46-50 DP
56-60 DP
66-70 DP
76-80 DP
Note l: The maximummeasuring stations involved per card is only 8 stations.
Therefore, use as manynew cards as necessary.
> Note 2: Use as manynew control and title cards wl th succeeding cards as
necessary. The last card must be present as a blank form.
;_....... __--_:'__',_t-"•" _:_'__L_'___" .... "_'__"__'-_L ...... --__"..... "-____'_""_'--'•'___"'-_"---_"_"'__'_±..... _ .... _"........... _,_______L_____/__ ........ _.... _..... _............... &__ ......
:........,""::.......: .............,.....J..........................................,,_,i.........................__'................................- L: .......i ........v" .................."' _, 1
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C x IS THE X COORDINATE C)F THE BC)UNDA_Y
_ ,.,.=%';._,._, C Y I '_ THE Y COOrDINaTE OF" THE _OtJNDA.eY ".
_,:-" ' C NN 15 A wEIGHTING FACTOg _dR NUL)E P')TNT nF NOUNDARY
,.;';:_"C ]A ANL) IX A_E INITIAL O_D INTEr.jERrn_ USING IN RANDU _UR_OUrINt.
•"' C H I._THE NUM@ER OF dOUNDav,,Y PUI'wTS CHOe,E_
-":: C M I_ THE NU_.4HE_OF' _AIN ",4'='A%URINGSTATIO_,t i
.. C NSET IS THF NIJg._BER OF gANn)O '1_POINTS FXPEPTED -.' .->
_:";-T C xul:q AND X_'.16xAWE THE _'_NIMU_ AHD ,,46xI_IY.,tRANGE IN X AXIS
."e'';,
= .. C YMIN AND YPIAX A,..)ETHF '_INT_UM AND ;waXIWUu RANGE IN Y AXIS
.,:.:;L' C AX IS THE x COORDI_'*ATE OF THE RAIN ,.4rASUPING STATION
:,,,,:.C AY lq THE Y COOI,,)DINATEOF THE PAIN MFASIIgINA STATION
_._:L/; C F_C IS THF FEET USFD IN Dt..,-RUNIT ZE_h _;"ANS DIHE'NSIONLESS nr AREA
,.,/:._- RF-a,LL (500)
i_.':'.- DIME,N_ION X (q,t}L) _,Y (wll,") eAX (_C(I) _,AY (50_) eWF (SUu.) ',,NS (50(}) ,YY(400),
_.F'. ....... 1NN (_00) ,TITLF (9)
._..,,..,.. N_=_ .._
-'_:"i., N '_=6 1 !
-'_": C r.,,EAn I.,_PUTDATA
.... ._3 REAI3(N_,3) Ia.,TIILE
=:_" 3 F(lf.,)MAf(15.3,X._Ar_)
_':.- I_=5
IX=7
=,,L,'..,"
-/:;":i';_'.C CHECK WHFT_=T_ THE FND OF _TATION SETIF'(Iw.EQ.u) GO TO _-_
,,u,
_':.- _RITE(NW._) TITLE
"._/"._ 5 F'ORMAT(Ir_ L_IISX_gA_//)
.: IF'(IW.EO.I) GO f(_ I :'.)
IF'(IW.;'Q.;=)GO IO 1I_
,, _°
o&.. READ (NR,_) N, _I,NSE T, XNII_,=,__MAX, YM IN, YMAX ,FAC
F'O_'WAT(31 ]0,5F1 ,).3)
•._,"" IFAC=FAC. O ,,':I
.....'_"" FACT=FAC_FACI_, 356.)."
:-;<.'o.-. IF"(IFAC.E").n ) FACT=I. :'
-i,T._". w;;'ITE(NW. I{_,t) N,,'.I,N_ET,X*.tIN,X_','_AX,YMIN,,,YMAX,FACT ,.
:-_i-._ I b_ FOr_MAT(//IOA,E'.)HNIJ_IER ;)F BOUNDARY SEGMENTS =,I4/|'3_,2'@HNUMRER OF
--...- I_AINFALL _TATIONS =,I_/t _(,2S_NU_RER f_F RANDOM P_INTS =,I6/IOX,IbH
._,:::_. EX-AXI_ _I'IIMUA =.FH._/I x,,loH/_-AXIS MAXIMUM =,F'R._/I'I_,,,I_HY-AXISM
_"_'.:" 31NIMUW_ =,r@.,,._/10X,l_HY-AXI_ MAXlqtlw =,FR.._/IOX.2;MARFA CONVERTING
....." WFACT,lP =,F|S.S//)
-...-_..'. WEAD(_'1_,'_) (X( I),Y ( [1, I=l,."l)
,¢ FORMAT (lOFt,})
:...:, READ (lqR,_) (AK ([) ,AY (I)•I=1,.'4)
,,':.=' w FORMAT(I_FS,I)
-".".'JC ADr) A SMALL VALUE TO EACH NOI)E FOR OqTAl_tG THE NN rACTn_ I
:;'" O,')I'_ I=I,N
.:=.,,j-.J,.:- l:J6 YYII)=YII)*O.L'Jn_I
C COMPUTE THE wEIGHTIN{, FACTOR NN FOP FACH RO01NDARY NODE
_"" DO l':l I=l,:_
IF(Y(1)._'O.Y(I*L)) Gn T"_ I(,_
,,,,,
% • "7
'- _=....: .. _ ._L.-._,.:=_"-_...................._...._ " : .... - ' "::"
...................::" % _," '_ --.._,..,.L...- .. .o-, .__ _:'.'-"-'_.... _'--'::.._-T ...._ ._......-_(_.(_...._....,.:-.--_ _ ........:.._.
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IF (YY (I) .LT.Y (I,I) .ANO.YY (1) .GT.Y(T) ) P_N(It=NN(I) ,I
I¢(I.EQ.I} GO T0 103 ,,
IF (YY (I) .LT.Y(I-I }.AND.YY (I) .GT.Y (1)) "IN(I )=NN(I )*I
(%0 T.') 1 ,; t ,!
t
I")3 IF(YY(1).I.T.Y(N).AND.IY(1).GT.Y(1)) NN(1)'-NN(1)*I
GO TO I,')[
).::2 NN(I)=I
1_1 CONTINUE
:L _0 I'}7 I=I,M
NS(1) = 0
).,'_7 CONTINUE ' :
NA=O
NI_=3
XMN=XMAX-. XM Itq
YMN=YMAX-YMIN
DO 500 IK=I,_NSET
I_=_
IL=u
C (;ENERATE THE _ANDO*_ NUMHE_
CALL r_ANOO (IX, IY_ROM)
IX=IY
XT=XM, IN * RUMeXMt,I
CALL RANDD(IA.Iw_,_DN)
IA=IB
YT=YMIN * RONeYMN
X(N*I)=X(1)
Y(N*I)sY(1)
C CALCULATE THE NUM_E_ OF I'qTE_SECTION ALONG THE X AXIS IN EITHER SIDE
O0 3._r, K=I,N
IF(YT.EO.Y(K).ANI).XT.E0.X(K)) GO Tn 31 _,
IF(YT.EQ.Y(K).AND.fT.Eq.Y(K*I)) GO TO 10
IF(YT.EQ.Y(K)) GO TO _.'_
IF(Y(K}.GT.YT.AND.YT.GT.Y(K*I}) OO TO 4.0
IF(YT°6T.Y(K}.AND.Y(K,I).GT.Y") 5n TO w0
no TO 300
IC IF(X(K).LT.XT.ANO.X(K.I).GT.XT) GO TO "_I,J
IF(X(KI.GT,,XI',,ANr).A(K.I),LT°XT) GO TO 3|_
IF(XT-X(K) ) 11...,.31 C,,p12
11 IR=IR*NN (K)
GO TO 3_:0
l_ IL=IL*NN(K)
Gh TO 303
2[ IF(X(K)-XT) 12v310_,l).
"_ _u XX=X(K)* (yT-Y(K))e(_I(,|)-X(K))/(Y(K*I)-Y(K))
=" IF (XX-XT) _,2,310,t*l
:: GO TO 30,_
" WE IL=IL', 1 t
._ 30_ CONTINUE
C CHECK WHETHER THE RANDOM POINT IS FALLING WITHIN THE flOUNDARY
IF((IR-IR/2eE).EQ.0.O_.(IL-IL/Ee2).EO.P) _0 TO 302
: 31', NA=NA* |
': ' C ASSIGN THE fALLING wHITHI'4 ROUNr)ARY =OINT TO THE NFAREST STATION
L ().)=(XT-AX(I))el2 * (YT,,AYI 1) ) eeZ
%". !
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SAVE=L ( 1 )
; ISUH =t
nn 91 I =_,M
L(I)=(XT-AX(I) )ee2 *(YT-AY(I})**2
•..i Ir (L(I)-SAVE) 13,'wl,_l
- 13 SAVF=L (I) . ".
:. ISOH= I
' _I CONTINUE
:- Nq (ISU4} --NS( ISUB)* 1
,,;
¢;r)TO S_.'_
•- 302 Nm_=N_*I .-
:_i' 5:;I CONTINUE
Y:" C COMPUTE RELATIVE A_EA RATIO AND _EIGHTINr, F&CTO_ OF EACH STATION
':i AF= NA/(F'LOAT(NA*NP_))
-:_ AQEA:AF e ( X.MAX-XM IN) e ( Y_la X-YMIN) eF A_,T
C PRINT THE .,1ESULT5
WRITE (Nw,7) AF, A_r.A
:" 7 FOQMAT(IOX,_IHRELATIVF. AREA RATIO =,F@.b,_.4H TOTAL A;_EA IN AC_ES
1 =,FIS.6//)
':' DO tI I=I,M
," _F (I) =NS (I)/FLOAT (NA)
",. 21 w_ITE(Nw,(_) I,WF(I)
6 F.OPMAT(I)X,35HCO,IPUTED _EI(_HT OF QAINFALL STATION, IW,3H =,F9.6/)
"T
,: GO TO R3
13"/ CALL ARA_(X,Y,NR,NW) ....
GO TO _3
:" llv C_LL MONTF.(X,YsYY,NN,N,),NW]
": GO TO R3
: _ CALL F.._IT
..- FtJD
:" SII_I_OUTINE A_AA(A,Y,rJR,e'_)
: DIMENSION X(I),Y(|)
Z. C READ INPUT DATA
:? _F.AO (NR ,(_) N, F'AC
6 F.OPMAT (IIO,FI _,3)
; READ (N_,w} (X(1)*Y(I),I=L,N)
" 4 FOPMAT(IbFS,|)
IFAC=FAC*O,O I
r F'ACT=FACeFAC/w35e, A,t
_"_ Ir (IFAC,Er3o0) F'ACTml • t.'
:._ *_ITE (NW, IO_) N,FACT
:'_ I ._8 Ff_PMAT (//1 :)X,_gMNUMHE _ ")F ROUNDANY SEGMENTS =, I_/I,_,2_HAREA CUNVE
.; I_TING FACTOR =,FISoS//)
-_ SUM=I:, h
" ': X (N'I) =X ( I ) t
Y (N*I) =Y (I )
-. r)o 7 K'-|,N
SiJMI--(X(K,I)"_(K) )I(Y (K*I)**Y(K))/_.,0
• .r- SUM=SIJuiFACT
•- wOITE(NW,_) SUM
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_' -37- ORIGINAL PAQE IS
:, PoorQUALITy
:: _ FORMAT(/_.Xt_IHTOrAL A_)EA IN ACRES =,F14.6//)
I_h"TUrN
:- ._UH_OUTINr. MOt_TEIXqYoYY,NN_Nr_,NW)
; "), r)IMENqION X(1),Y(1).YY(1)tNN(1) _ ,.
i :c TA:5
r .. C _EAD INPUT DATA
i .-_ _FAD(NW,H) NeNSETtX_,t|NeAMAXeY_aINeYMA_e_ACd FOWMAT (2I 1_1,SF10,3)
i F IFAC=F AC4'_.01
" FACT=FACeFAC/_3S_O.U
i :'_" IF(IFAC,,Er}.O) FACT=|., "_
_ W_ITE (NW, IOH) Nt NSET, XM INt AMAX, YM II'I.DYMA XtFACT
, I"}_ FORMAT(//10X,?.VMNUMHEP 'IF BOUNUARY SEGMENTS =,I4+/lqX,2SHNLIMHER OF
I_ANOOM POTNTS =,I6/l.}X,ibHX-AAI5 MTNIMIIM =,F_,_/IOXtI6HX-AXIS MAgi ']
" :'. 2"4(It4 z,F"8./,/I.IX,II6HY-AXI:_ 'ilNIMUM =,FS,6/I.')X,IBMY-AXIS MAXIMUM =,FR
!"*"" ::)._/|_X_eeHAREA CONVE@TIHG FACTOR =.F15.S//I
'"'7: ' _EAD (N_,")) (X(I),Y(I),I=I,N)
i ,.:_" w FOPMAT (16r_. 1)
E-;; C ADD A SMALL VALUE TO EACH NODE FOR ORTAI_G THE NN FACTOP ....... i
F _ DO I_6 I=I,N,.
":. 10._ YY (I)=Y (1)*O,OOO'_l
C COMPUTE THE WEIGHTING FACTOR NN roi_ F..ACHRO.INDA_Y NODE
..'.:: O0 1,)1 I=I,N
_ NN(1)=9
IF(Y(I).ErI.Y(I',I)) Gh Tr) 1')2
-;- IF [YY (I).LT,,Y (I_'I).AND.YY (I),GT.Y ('I)) NN(I)=NN(I) _,l
-_. IF(I,EQ,I) GO TO 103
: " IF(YY(1),LT.Y(I-I).AND,YY(1),GT.Y(1)) NN(1)=NN(1)_'I
.',." GO TO I '1I
,: 103 IF(YY(I).LT.Y(N).ANU.YY(1),GT.Y(1)) _/N(1)=NN(I)_'I.
"" GO TO 1'31
..." 1}?. NN(1)=|
-"._" lal CONTINUE
,. ,,,, C GENERATE TH_ RAND0 _ POINT
•":" NA=O
- NI_W=;_
r_,:" XMN=IMAX-XMINYMN=YMAX-YM IN
i_,ii.i.i? D,) 500 IK=I,NSET
T_,=O
., ,:. IL=O
_i!i CALL RANr)D(IX,_IY,_RI)M)
IX=l_'
X..I'='XN_IN * RDMeXMN
:. CALL _.ANI)r)(IA,IH,Rt)N)
,_ IA=IH
:. YT=YHIN * ROta*YMN
x("_*l ):X(l)
,:,. V (_'_" I ) =Y ( 1 )
:=r
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-38- ORIGINALpAGEI_
OF pOORQUAL|I'V _!
,I
C CALCULATE T_E NUMHEP OF INTEPSECTION ALONG THE X AXIS ,:
_n 3VC K=I,N i
IF(YT.EQ.Y(K).AN(3.AT.EO.X(K)) GO Tr) .31_
IF(YT,E(_.Y(K).ANF).YT.E(_.Y(K_.I)) 0(3 TO 10 !i
IF(YT.F(_._(K)) G.3 TO 2v
IF(Y(K) .GT,YT,AN!),YT,GT,Y(K*I) ) GCt TO _C
IF(YT.Gr.y(K).ANr).y(I(.I).GT.YT) Gr) TO 40
(_n TO 30n
| , IF(X(K).LT.XT.AN()._(K*I).GT,,XT) ¢'_ TO 31(;
IFtX(K).GT.XT.ANI_oX(K*I)oLT.XT) Gn TO _lO I
IF(XT-X(K)) ],193Iq,pl?, .,
11 IQ=IR.NN(K) "_
GO TO 3_'_
12 IL=IL*NN (K)
_0 TO 30,)
2,: IF'(X(K)-XT) 12,31'_,11
,41".XX=X(K)* (YT-Y(K))_(X(K_[)-X.(K))/(Y(K,_II-Y(Kt)
IF'(X_-XT) W2,310.'_!
_1 I_=IQ_I
GO TO 3;'=.0
_. IL=IL*I
3_0 CONTINUE
C CHECK WHETHER THE RAN()OH tanINT IS FALLINA WITHIN THE I-]OUNDA_Y
IF'((I_-I_/2*_).EO.n.nR.(IL-IL/2_2).EQ.]) (_0 TO 3_.
31 ) NA=NA*I
G() TO 5,'.')
30?. NQRfN_P* I
S_)t_CONTINUE
AF'= .NA/(FLOAT(NA*NR_v))
AWEA=AF_ (XMAX.XMIN) _,(yWA _.YMIN) eFACT ,
w_ITE(Nw.7) AF, &,_EA
7. FORMAT(I,)x,_InRELATIVE A_EA WAT,IO =,F@.6,?.WH T(_TAL AREA IN ACRE._
I =,rI_,_//)
_URPOUTINr RANDDIIA,IY,IFL)
C GENERATE THE RANDOM NtJM_£P
IF(IY)_,B,b
::. _ YFL=IYYFL=YFL/_B:_07.O
WETU_N
:, Er.'(,
I
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